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Abstract
An area of approximately 4 ha was subject to geophysical survey in the field called
Town Hill in Priston parish, just to the west of the village. The field was subject to a
full survey by magnetometer, but only about half of it could be subject to survey by
resistance within the time scale of the project. The survey indicated a field system of
curving ditches on the far west of the field, probably extending under the Marksbury
lane, which is probably prehistoric in date, also with a possible round house at the
south end of the survey, on the plateau. Towards the north end of the field, at the
bottom of the north-facing slope, there were signs of activity around an earlier stream
path. In the far north-east of the field there were signs of a substantial structure, which
probably extended north into Goose Mead and east under Mill Lane.
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Foreword
The Romans had been to Priston, but where did they live? A Roman coffin, now in
the church, was discovered in the parish in 1917, and the Bath and Camerton
Archaeological Society, in an earlier guise, led by the late Bill Wedlake, had
undertaken excavations in Great Croft in the 1950’s. They had found evidence of
Roman occupation but not the villa site.
The Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society returned in 2007 and performed a
thorough geophysical survey on Great Croft. No building was definitely found, and it
was suggested that the neighbouring filed, called Town Hill, might be a suitable place
to look for the villa. So we returned in 2014.
At the end of this survey, we have covered a lot more ground, found a building on the
last afternoon of the survey and suggested further places to look for the villa…
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1

Introduction

1.1

Location

Town Hill is a triangular field at the west end of Priston, Somerset (Bath and NorthEast Somerset), grid reference ST692 608. The field lies between two lanes. There is
a bungalow, Pendene, at the southern apex of the field on highest ground. The portion
for some 60 metres to the north is part of the bungalow grounds and is grassed. It is
almost flat. Below a fence line, the rest of the field is arable. At the time of the survey,
the field was stubble and awaiting ploughing. The field slopes away to the north.
The plateau at the top of the field is approximately 95 m OD, sloping down to about
70 m OD at the base of the field.
Geologically, the area is Lias and mudstones of the Triassic.
Figure 1.1 shows location of the site.
The magnetometer survey amounted to 102 grids. Some of these were partial grids, so
the likely area covered was about 9 acres (4 ha).

1.2

Dates

The survey was conducted over six days (successive Tuesdays and Wednesdays)
during late March and April 2014.

1.3

Resources

The survey was financed by the Priston History Society. It was carried out by the Bath
and Camerton Archaeological Society (bacas), using their equipment. Technical
leadership was provided by John Oswin MA PhD CSci. The survey was carried out
by members of bacas and by Priston residents and their friends under supervision.

1.4

Previous Work

Bacas had carried out a survey in Great Croft, a field close to Town Hill, immediately
to the east, in 2007 following a request from the village. (Lawes, 2008) Great Croft
had originally been identified as a villa site by the late Bill Wedlake (1953), formerly
of bacas. That survey had not identified villa structures in Great Croft, but the name
of this field, Town Hill, had been noted then as of interest. In this survey, it was
hoped to find the villa structures in Town Hill.
There has been much controlled metal detecting in Town Hill and in Goose Mead to
the north, and finds have been reported to the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS).
1

Figure 1.1. Location of Town Hill, Priston, Somerset
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2

Method

2.1

Gridding

The site was divided into 20 m squares for surveying. The fence line between the
grass plateau and the stubble field was used as a baseline. The first corner post was
placed immediately alongside the easternmost post of the fence (some 12 m short of
the eastern hedge), and the line continued west along the fence. The fence was
sufficiently straight except at its far western end for this to be acceptable.
Right angles were created using Pythagorean triangles and the grid was built
southwards into the outer garden of Pendene bungalow, and northwards into the
stubble field.
The fence line used was very close to east-west.
Grids were surveyed in an east-west direction as this helped to minimise the effect of
the fence on the plots.

2.2

EDM

The EDM (electronic distance measurement) used was a Sokkia SET5W. One of the
grid points in the centre of the fence line was chosen as point (500, 500) and the EDM
was set up on the grid corner 20 m to the south of this at (500, 480). This point
commanded a view of the whole field.
Prior to survey, the previous survey had been consulted and it was noted that southern
gate post of Great Crroft had been recorded at 94.45 m OD. The EDM was first set up
outside the driveway of the bungalow so that this height could be transferred to the
back garden gate, and thence to the main set-up point at (500, 480).
An attempt was made to relate the grid to standard Ordnance Survey coordinates
using a hand-held GPS Garmin device, but this did not prove possible. Priston appears
to be one of those places with poor satellite coverage.
The EDM is shown in figure 2.1.

2.3

Magnetometer

The magnetometer used was a Bartington 601-2 dual fluxgate gradiometer, illustrated
in figure 2.2. Readings were taken at four per metre along north-south traverses, along
lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 readings per 20 m square. The machine effectively
measures two lines simultaneously, allowing a rapid rate of progress, up to 2 ha/day.
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Figure 2.1. EDM in use at Priston

Figure 2.2. Magnetometer, Bartington 601-2.
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2.4

Twin-probe resistance

The principal instrument used was a TR/CIA which has frame probes set at 0.5 m
separation. This gave it nominally 0.5 m depth penetration, although in practice, stone
at greater depth can be detected. The instrument is shown in figure 2.3. Readings were
taken at two per metre along north-south traverses, lines 1 m apart, giving 800
readings per 20 m grid square.
There were some problems with a cable on this instrument, and a second instrument, a
Geoscan RM15D was used for six grids while the cable problem was being rectified.
The Geoscan is similar in appearance and function to the TR/CIA but there are
differences in operational controls and download practices.
Note that the rate of progress with this type of machine is much slower, giving an area
cover of approximately 0.25 ha/day.

Figure 2.3. Resistance survey at priston. TR/CIA meter.

2.5

Software

INSITE v3 (1994) was used as the principal analysis software. This is now regarded
as obsolete but is still preferred by bacas because of its very versatile grid mapping
capabilities and its visual approach.
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BACAS has developed its own proprietary software to allow the twin probe resistance
meters to be downloaded to computer and then the data imported into INSITE.
The magnetometer was downloaded to computer using Bartington proprietary
software, then passed through bacas proprietary de-stripe (zero median) software
before being imported into INSITE.
The readings from the EDM were written down and the data then transferred to XL
spreadsheet. A contour map could then be produced using DPlot freeware.

2.6

Limitations

An intermittent electrical wiring problem dogged the TR/CIA meter during the early
part of the survey, and although it was generally possible to detect and delete false
readings caused by this fault, there were a number of false readings which were
incorporated in the plot. It was possible to negate the effects of many of these by
processing them out, but this left gaps in the true data leading to a loss of detail.
Note that the best way to see anomalies is always on the computer screen during
processing. Obviously, this report can only include print-out and there may be some
loss of definition, especially in any screen versions of the report.
Grids were set out by tape, so distances are over-land and this may not match the plan
distance exactly where there are steep slopes. The grids were generally within 200
mm of true.
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3

Results

3.1

Magnetometer

The magnetometer results are shown in figure 3.1. These provided the most detail. In
all, just over 100 grids were completed and the field was surveyed fully to within 10
m of its hedgelines. The blank strip across the southern end represents the fence line
between the grass plateau and the stubble, with sufficient gap left to avoid spurious
signal in the magnetometer.

Figure 3.1. Magnetometer plot of Town Hill. The blank line towards the south shows
the presence of the wire fence.
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The areas of previous occupation can be seen to the southwest (high ground and
slope) and in the north-east (extending up from lowest ground to a slight platform).
The magnetometry with contours overlaid is shown in figure 3.2. Between the two
areas of activity, the main area of the stubble field shows southwest-northeast
ploughing generally and in the north, some residue of open field ridge and furrow.
The south-west area will be considered first.

Figure 3.2. Contours overlaid on magnetometry plot and overhead photograph,
courtesy of Google Earth.
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The principal feature is a curving ditch, which keeps within 20 m of the western
hedgeline, mainly on the plateau, but sloping off to the north-west. A number of
ditches appear to radiate off this in a generally easterly direction. The southernmost of
these terminates in a circular feature (which is replicated in resistance) and this may
be a Bronze-Age round house by analogy with Agate and Gerrard 2013. Given that
metal detecting has revealed Bronze Age implements (information supplied by Mr
Philip Evry) just below the fence, this is a significant possibility.
Whether the curving ditch forms a circuit which has interior features cannot be
assumed given the small amount within the survey, but any opportunity to extend the
survey to the west across the lane should be taken, so that more of this feature could
be traced.
A meandering line starts near the centre of the plot, increasing in strength as it heads
north and this is interpreted as a former stream, as it runs through a slight valley,
particularly with a strong rising slope to the east. In the far north-eastern corner, a
curving line encloses a rectangular feature most likely a building. Note that this was
surveyed on the last afternoon of the sequence and is within ten metres of the hedge of
Goose Mead, the next field to the north, and immediately next to the lane from the
village down to Priston Mill. Roman materials have been observed nearby in Goose
Mead, so it is likely that this is Roman, but its full form and extent cannot yet be
estimated. A scatter of features to its south-west may be associated with it, but a slight
curving ditch immediately south-west of it does not conform with any of the strong
signals and may be of a different date.
A large dot anomaly in the north-western corner may represent a well. There is slight
evidence of a ditch heading north from it into the hedgeline.
Generally, these features are underlain by faint rectilinear field boundaries extending
from the north hedge. These are generally north north-west to south south-east, with
lines at right angles terminating them. These represent a field system now gone. They
do not conform in any way with modern field boundaries and seem to pass through
the Roman feature in the north-east corner. They do correspond with the apparent
ridge and furrow just showing on the north of the field and so are most likely to be
mediaeval in date.

3.2

Twin probe resistance

Only about half of the number of available grid squares were completed using
resistance. Operator numbers were such that it did not prove possible to operate two
resistance meters simultaneously, and this very much restricted coverage.
The completed resistance survey grid squares are shown in figure 3.3. Generally the
level of information detected was much less than that obtained by magnetometry.
However, the area of greatest potential interest was only discovered by magnetometry
on the final afternoon, so it is not known whether the technique could have added
extra value here. There is no extra benefit to be gained from overlaying the resistance
plot on the magnetometry.
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Figure 3.3 Plot of resistance survey.

The survey does seem to show some structure in the area where magnetometry
revealed a possible round house on the grass plateau. It also suggests the presence of a
small rectangular structure in the garden of Pendene, very close to the present house.
There is a possible rectangular structure against the western hedge, but this is close to
an area of metalling by the field gate and may be associated with that.
There is one area of stone just to the north of the fenceline, and this shows a
bifurcation. It is most likely that this is an area where the underlying stone comes
close to the surface, and has been quarried to leave an area of soil within it.
The detached portion of the survey investigated the area which was busy in the
magnetometry. This lies at a low point in the field, with a small, gentle rise to the west
and a steep embankment to the east. The resistance survey suggests that this may be a
deliberate, revetted bank. Further survey in this area, particularly to the north and east
may have yielded extra information had time been available.
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4

Discussion

4.1

Comment

The earlier survey to the south-east in Great Croft had not detected buildings, as had
been expected from previous fieldwork. The name ‘Town Hill’ was noticed and was
close by, and it was thought that the name might indicate the presence there of
buildings. It was in order to pursue this theory that the current survey was instigated.
This survey showed that the name was not indicative in this case of buildings. Apart
from a possible very small structure and a possible round house, the hill did not show
signs of buildings. Although a possible large building was finally located, this was not
really on the hill, but down in a low part of the field.
Surface scatters were initially thought to include Roman building debris, including
possible tesserae and whetstones. However, the natural rock would appear to break up
into shapes typical of those found, so these pieces cannot be confirmed to be relevant
to the archaeology.
The survey did, however, yield interesting data on previously unknown field systems
as well as a building and so proved satisfactory. It has, of course opened up the
possibility of further exploration. The location of the large building does pose
problems as although it should be technically possible to extend the survey north into
the adjacent field, the building is also in a corner with the lane to Priston Mill, and it
is likely that a portion of it lies under the lane.
In order to put this survey in its context, the two magnetometer surveys, 2007 and
2014 are shown together in figure 4.1. Only magnetometry is shown here in order to
keep the plot sufficiently simple. However, the contours are also included so it can be
seen how the two areas slope in different directions and be part of different
landscapes. The building located in 2014 would appear to be in a strange position,
tucked away under the northern flank of a steep, isolated knoll, close to Great Croft
but not belonging in its landscape. Such knolls are quite common in the locality and
are a feature of the local geology. It is possible that this knoll had some cultural
significance, although interestingly, it is given no name on the Ordnance Survey map,
whereas many locally are named. Even if the knoll had been of significance at the
time, a location to the south, higher up the slope, would have been preferable, not a
low-lying site in the shadow.
The ditches which appear on the western side of the field are also worthy of attention.
These do not connect with the areas to the north-east and are assumed to be part of
totally separate activities and are likely to be of a different date. Geophysics cannot of
itself date features on the ground, but analogy with excavated sites suggests that the
‘roundhouse’ on the grass plateau could be a Bronze Age feature (Agate and Gerrard,
2013) and a Bronze Age metal-detected find close by may also support that date. If
the chance arises, it would be worth investigating the land across the lane to the west
of Town Hill, providing there is sufficient area free from ferrous interference.
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Figure 4.1. The survey areas of 2007 and 2014, shown with magnetometry and
contours. Note that fields slope away in differing directions.

It may be noted from figure 4.1 that there are similarly curved ditches apparently
forming enclosures towards the north of Great Croft. In 2007, these were assumed to
be part of the villa complex, but they also could be part of an earlier landscape.
The lidar has been inspected (Geomatics, 2014), but only a very small portion of the
area surveyed is covered by this technique. However, it does include the north-east
corner of Town Hill, where the building was located, and the eastern portion of Goose
Mead, where some raised ground is indicated. There is also lidar coverage to the east
of Mill Lane, extending down towards Priston Mill. This shows some signs of strip
lynchets around the knoll, and the possibility of features in the north-west corner of
the field with the knoll, just across Mill Lane from the site of the building.
The site of the Priston Roman villa has not been positively located, but the survey has
yielded new archaeological features, some of which may relate to the villa.

4.2

Recommendations

4.2.1 When time is available and crop conditions are suitable, Priston Local History
Society should consider extending the survey into Goose Mead, at least into its
eastern half. It should be possible to reset the grid used in 2014 and extend the
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contour survey as well. The building area should certainly be surveyed by resistance
and this could be extended into Goose Mead if there appears to be occupation.
4.2.2 The field across Mill Lane, containing the knoll, should also be subject to
geophysical survey. Much of the field would be too steep, but the portions around the
base of the knoll should be considered. The north-west corner in particular should be
surveyed, but it also might be worthwhile surveying south of the knoll as this area is
immediately north of Great Croft.
4.2.3 The field on the plateau immediately to the west of Town Hill, should be
subject to geophysical survey, and preferably the field below that too, to learn the
extent of the curving ditches seen in the west of Town Hill.
The areas suggested for survey are shown in figure 4.2. These need not necessarily be
surveyed in a single session. Goose Mead would be the highest priority.

Figure 4.2. Areas which could benefit from further geophysical investigations. Areas
are indicated in yellow.
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Appendix A
A1

Gridding Details

Magnetometer

The grid map for the magnetometer survey is shown in figure A1. Grids were started
in the north-west corner, heading east on the first traverse, as indicated by the arrows.
This alignment was chosen so that the wire fence separating the grassy plateau from
the stubble field caused the least problems to the survey.
Readings were taken in accordance with Oswin, 2009, fig 5.8 (c), p 115 at 0.25 m
intervals along lines 1 m apart. Each traverse with the Bartington covered two lines. A
zig-zag pattern was walked, but the Bartington download software automatically
processed this to parallel collection of data. There were 1600 data points per complete
20 m grid square.
The data were passed through a bacas proprietary zero-median de-striper. De-striped
grids were given a prefix ‘d’, and it is these which should be used in any
reconstruction. Files with prefix ‘m’ were the raw data, which did not correct for
directional bias in sampling the magnetic field, and these should not be used, unless
they are passed through another de-stripe mechanism.

Figure A1. Grid map for magnetometer survey. Arrows indicate position and
direction of initial traverse. North to top.
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A2

Twin-probe resistance

The grid map for the resistance survey is shown in figure A2.

Figure A2. Grid map of resistance survey. Arrows indicate position and direction of
initial traverse. The six grids with barred arrows, 24 -29, were surveyed using the
RM15 meter which downloaded grids zig-zag rather than parallel data. North to top.

Only 55 grids were completed and two of these were accidental copies of grids
surveyed earlier. Grids were started in the north-west corner with first traverse
heading east, in accordance with Oswin, 2009, fig 5.8 c, p 115. Readings were taken
every half metre along lines one metre apart, giving 800 readings per grid square.
All but four of the grids were measured using the TR/CIA resistance meter, which
automatically sorts the data to parallel. Four grids were surveyed using the RM15
resistance meter, which leaves the data in zig-zag form. These are the four grid
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squares with barred arrows in figure A2. These should be downloaded and inserted
separately.
The RM15 was used temporarily as the TR device had been behaving unreliably in
the early part of the survey. This had been manifest by random very high readings.
The problem was eventually traced to a loose wire in a connector on the frame, but it
does mean that early grids at the south end of the site had to be tidied by removal of
these high readings in order to see any pattern. There is always a risk that removal of
bad data will also cause removal of useful data, but the process was necessary to
produce a coherent plot.
Both machines were downloaded by bacas proprietary software. Files contain the
prefix ‘r’.
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